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Forgotten Books, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Excerpt from The English Religious Drama Persia, while the very
name tragedy confesses the outgrowth of the Attic stage from sacrificial cere monies. E lt the altar
of Dionysus, giver of wine, giver of joy, giver of freedom, while the goat, the thank-offering, stood
waiting to be slain, the Shaggy vestured priests, with one wild rhythm of voice and step and gesture,
chanted an anthem of praise known as the goat-song (tpcifyos or tragedy. So the paean, with
music of the ?utes and rhythmic dancing, was sung at Delphi in honour of Apollo; and song, too,
entered into the mystic worship of Demeter at Eleusis. And as at Delphi there grew up, in connection
with the lyric service, a repre sentation of the victory of the young god of light over the deadly
serpent, and as at Eleusis the rape of Persephone and the wanderings of Demeter, Shown by the
uncertain light of torches, were woven into the symbolical rites, so from the choral worship of
Dionysus, by slower and more even steps, leading to transcendent height, rose the classic drama....
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Reviews
This kind of pdf is every thing and made me seeking ahead plus more. It is probably the most amazing ebook i have study. I am quickly can get a
enjoyment of reading a composed pdf.
-- Flor ence Ruther for d DDS
Definitely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read through. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % from the publication. You
wont truly feel monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Jer a ld Cha mplin II
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